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Abstract: Video compression plays an important role in real-time video conferencing applications. Video compression
techniques are about removing and reducing redundant video data so that a video file can be easily sent over a internet and
stored on removal or computer disks. Now a days there are thousands website like you-tube in that storage for videos there
are required big size hard disk but it is not possible to store the large data, So we use video compression using motion
compensation technique. In video compression the Motion compensation is an algorithmic technique working for the
encoding of video data. In Motion compensation describes a frame in form of the transformation of a reference frame to the
current frame. The reference frame maybe even from the future or previous in time. When frames can be accurately
synthesised from previously stored images, the video compression efficiency can be improved. Temporal redundancy is
exploited so that not every frame of the video needs to be coded independently as a new image. So in this paper, Full Search
strategies are used to reduce computation. Video compression techniques are used to reduce the redundancy in video data.
Keywords: Fixed size block motion estimation, Block-based motion estimation, Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR), block
matching algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a days there are videos in high definition or high quality qualities, So it requires a large transmission bandwidth and
amount of storage space. To reduce the redundant data in video, there are various strategies to employ that compress the
information without negatively affecting the quality of the frames. There are some methods which lossless and lossy, but in
lossless in which there is no data is lost, but most are lossy, meaning that information is thrown away that can’t be retrieved. So
far our discussion on compression has been on still images. In the lossy techniques try to exploit the spatial correlation that
exists in a still image. When we want to compress video or sequence images we have an added dimension to exploit, namely,
the temporal dimension. Generally, there is little or very little change in the spatial arrangement of objects between two or more
consecutive frames in a video. Therefore, it is advantageous to send over the network or store the differences between
consecutive frames rather than sending or storing each frame. The difference frame is called the residual or differential frame
and may contain far less details than the actual frame itself. Due to this reduction in the details in the differential frames,
compression is achieved. To illustrate the above idea, let us consider compressing two consecutive frames of a video sequence .
When objects move between successive frames, simple differencing will introduce large residual values especially when the
motion is large. Due to relative motion of objects, simple differencing is not efficient from the point of view of achievable
compression. It is more advantageous to determine or estimate the relative motions of objects between successive frames and
compensate for the motion and then do the differencing to achieve a much higher compression. This type of prediction is known
as motion compensated prediction. Because we perform motion estimation and compensation at the encoder, we need to inform
the decoder about this motion compensation. This is done by sending motion vectors as side information, which conveys the
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object motion in the horizontal and vertical directions. The decoder then uses the motion vectors to align the blocks and
reconstruct the image [1,10].
Video compression techniques are used to reduce redundancy in video data without affecting visual quality. It mostly used
in video conference and real time application. In reality, motion compensation based coding are used in video compression
techniques. Such encoders make use of inter-frame correlation to provide well-organized compression. For video compression
we are using motion compensation method. In this Motion compensation technique, created In the 1960s, to exploit inter-frame
redundancy contained in the temporal dimension of video sequence, is implemented in three stages. The first stage estimates
object motion (motion estimation-ME) between the previously reconstructed frame and the current frame. The second stage
creates the current frame prediction (motion compensation - MC), using the motion estimates and the previously reconstructed
frame. The final stage differentially encodes the prediction and the actual current frame as the prediction error. Block transforms
used in video encoders are unitary, which means that the transform operation has an inverse operation that uniquely reconstructs
the original input. The DCT successively operates on 8 x 8 image blocks. Then, the quantization stage creates a lossy
representation of the DCT Coefficients. The quantizer should be well matched to the characteristics of the input in order to meet
or exceed the rate-distortion performance requirements.
Motion compensation technique engaged for video compression in the encoding of video data. Motion compensation
describes the transformation of a reference frame to the current frame. The reference frame may be previous or even taken the
later frames. When current frames can be accurately synthesized from previously transmitted or stored frames, the compression
efficiency can be improved.
II. OBJECTIVES
A. Firstly we have to using algorithm for conversion of video into number of frames then further processes to find block
matching in current frame form previous frame to develop a algorithm.
B. In motion estimation there is required to make a algorithm for searching a motion vector in frame, For compression of
video for this developing algorithm in motion compensation for reduces video size.
C. At last there are developing algorithms for DCT and Quantization.
III. MOTION
Video compression is the field in Electronics engineering and computer science that works with representation of video
data, for transmission and storage, for digital video. Video coding is often related with only for all type of natural video, and
also applied to synthetic video, i.e. graphics. Many demonstrations take benefit of primitive features of the Human Visual
System to accomplish an efficient demonstration. Using video compression, the biggest challenge is to retard the size of the
video data. Due to this reason “video compression” and “video coding” are often used interchangeably by those who don’t
know the difference. The finding for efficient video compression techniques dominated much of the research activity for video
coding ought to 1980s, the first major milestone was H.261, from which JPEG gave the idea of using the DCT; since then other
development have been made to algorithms such as motion compensation. Since ultimately 2000 the concentration has been
more on Meta data and video search, resulting in MPEG-21 and MPEG-7.
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
In Compression of video using motion compensation technique there are some methods for reducing and removing
redundant video data for a digital video file can be stored in computer disk or memory. Below are methods of block matching
for motion compensation technique used in previous research paper .
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A. Exhaustive Search (ES)
This algorithm [1], also known as Full Search, is the most is computationally more costly for all algorithm of block
matching. at each possible location in the search window calculates the cost function by this algorithm. By this method which
gives the highest PSNR amongst any block matching algorithm and it finds the best possible match. To achieve the same PSNR
doing as little computation as possible by Fast block matching algorithms. The obvious drawback to Exhaustive Search is that
the larger the search window gets the more calculation it requires. The exhaustive search (ES) or full search algorithm gives the
highest peak signal to noise ratio amongst any block-matching algorithm but requires more computational time [1]. To reduce
the computational time of exhaustive search method.
B. Three Step Search (TSS)
This is one [1,8] of the previous seeking at fast block matching algorithms and dates back to mid 1980s. Technique of TSS.
It begin by the finding the location at the centre and, for a usual find parameter value of 7 sets the ‘step size’ S = 4. Then it finds
at eight locations +/- S pixels throughout location (0, 0). From these 9 locations found so far it put up the one giving least cost
and makes it the new find origin. Then it sets the new step size S = S/2, and repeats similar finding for two more iterations until
S = 1.
Where that point it finds the specific position the macro block at that location is the best match and with the smallest in cost
function. The determination of motion vector is then stored for transmission. It gives a smooth reduction in computation by a
factor of nine. So that for p = 7, Exhaustive Search will compute cost for 225 macro blocks whereas three step search computes
cost for 25 macro blocks. The idea behind Three Step Search is due to motion in every macro block the error surface is
unimodal. A unimodal surface is a round dish shaped surface such that the weights generated by the cost function makes greater
monotonically from the global minimum.
C. New Three Step Search (NTSS)
NTSS [3,7] bring to more desirable state then three step search results by providing a centre biased finding scheme and
having provisions for half way stop to diminish computational cost. It is first widely accepted fast algorithms and frequently
used for implementing earlier standards like MPEG 1 and H.261. The three step search uses a identical allocated checking
pattern for motion detection and is prone to absent small motions. 16 points are checked in the first step in addition to the find
origin for lowest weight using a cost function. Of these supplementary find locations, 8 are a distance of S = 4 away (similar to
TSS) and the other 8 are at S = 1 that place from the search origin. If the less cost is at the origin then the find is stopped right
here and the motion vector is set as (0, 0). If the lowest weight is at any one of the 8 locations at S = 1, then we change the
origin of the search to that point and check for weights adjacent to it.
Depending on which point it is we might end up value ate 5 points or 3 points .The location that gives the lowest weight is
so much closest match and motion vector is set to that location. On different way if the lowest weight after the 1st step was one
of the 8 locations at S = 4, then we follow the normal Three Step Search procedure. Hence although this process might need a
minimum of 17 points to check every macro block, it also has the bad-case concept of 33 locations to investigate.

Fig. 3.1. Search patterns corresponding to each selected quadrant: (a)
Shows all quadrants (b) quadrant I is selected (c) quadrant II is selected (d) quadrant III is selected (e) quadrant IV is selected
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Fig. 3.2. The SES procedure. The motion vector is (3, 7) in this example

D. Simple and Efficient Search (SES)
SES [3,9] is another extension to TSS and exploits the assumption of unimodal error surface. The main idea behind the
algorithm is that for a unimodal surface there cannot be two minimums in opposite directions and hence the 8 point fixed pattern
search of TSS can be changed to incorporate this and save on computations. The algorithm quiet has three steps like Three Step
Search, but the different introduced is that each step has further two stages. The search area is divided into four quadrants and
the algorithm checks three locations A, B and C. A is at the origin and B and C are S = 4 locations some distance from A in
orthogonal directions. Depending on certain weight distribution amongst the three the second phase selects few additional
points. The rules for determining a search quadrant for seconds phase are as follows:
If MAD(A) _ MAD(B) and MAD(A) _ MAD(C), select (b);
If MAD(A) _ MAD(B) and MAD(A) _ MAD(C), select (c);
If MAD(A) < MAD(B) and MAD(A) < MAD(C), select (d);
If MAD(A) < MAD(B) and MAD(A) _ MAD(C), select (e);

Fig. 4.1. Search patterns of the FSS. (a) First step (b) Second/Third step (c)Second/Third Step (d) Fourth Step
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Fig. 4.2. Four Step Search procedure. The motion vector is (3, -7).

Once we have selected the points to check for in second phase, we find the location with the lowest weight and set it as the
origin. We then change the step size similar to TSS and repeat the above SES procedure again until we reach S = 1.
The location with the lowest weight is then noted down in terms of motion vectors and transmitted. An example process is
illustrated in Fig 6. Although this algorithm saves a lot on computation as compared to TSS, it was not widely accepted for two
reasons. Firstly, in reality the error surfaces are not strictly unimodal and hence the PSNR achieved is poor compared to TSS.
Secondly, there was another algorithm, Four Step Search, that had been published a year before that presented low
computational cost compared to TSS and gave significantly better PSNR.
E. Four Step Search (4SS)
Same method to NTSS, 4SS [7,9] has a halfway stop provision and also employs centre biased searching. 4SS sets a fixed
pattern size of S = 2 for the first step, no matter what the search parameter p value is. Thus it looks at 9 locations in a 5x5
window. If the least weight is found at the centre of search window the search jumps to fourth step. If the least weight is at one
of the eight locations except the centre, then we make it the search origin and move to the second step. The search window is
still maintained as 5x5 pixels wide.

Fig. 5.1. Diamond Search procedure. This figure shows the large diamond search pattern and the small diamond search pattern. It also shows an example path to
motion vector (-4, -2) in five search stepsfour times of LDSP and one time of SDSP.

Depending on where the least weight location was, we might end up checking weights at 3 locations or 5 locations. Once
again if the least weight location is at the centre of the 5x5 search window we jump to fourth step or else we move on to third
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step. The third and second steps are exactly same. In the fourth step the window size is dropped to 3x3, i.e. S = 1. The location
with the very small weight is the best matching macro block and the motion vector is set to point o that location. This search
algorithm has the best case of 17 checking points and worst case of 27 checking points.
F. Diamond Search (DS)
DS [6] algorithm is exactly the same as 4SS, but the search point pattern is changed from a square to a diamond, and there
is no limit on the number of steps that the algorithm can take.
DS uses two different types of fixed patterns, one is Large Diamond Search Pattern (LDSP) and the other is Small Diamond
Search Pattern (SDSP). These two patterns and the DS procedures are illustrated in Fig. 9. Just like in FSS, the first step uses
LDSP and if the least weight is at the centre location we jump to fourth step. The consequent steps, except the last step, are also
similar and use Large Diamond Search Pattern, but the number of points where cost function is checked are either 3 or 5 and are
illustrated in second and third steps of procedure shown in. Its location with the smallest weight is the best match and the last
step uses SDSP around the new search origin and the. As look out the pattern is neither too big nor too small and the fact that
there is no limit to the number of steps, this algorithm also find on global minimum very accurately. The end result should see a
PSNR close to that of ES while computational expense should be significantly less.
G. Adaptive Rood Pattern Search (ARPS)
ARPS [10,13] algorithm apply for the common motion in a frame is usually related, i.e. if the macro blocks around the
current macro block displaced in a particular direction then there is a more chances that the current macro block will also have
a same motion vector. The motion vector of the macro block to it’s suddenly left to predict its own motion vector uses this
algorithm. The predicted motion vector points to (3, -2). In addition to checking the location pointed by the predicted motion
vector, it also clarify at a rood pattern distributed points, where they are at a step size of S = Max (|X|, |Y|). X and Y are the xcoordinate and y-coordinate of the gives the motion vector. This rood pattern search is always the first step. It directly puts the
search in an area where there is a high probability of finding a good matching block. The point that has the least weight
becomes the origin for subsequent search steps, and the search pattern is changed to SDSP. The procedure keeps on doing SDSP
until least weighted point is found to be at the center of the SDSP. A further small improvement in the algorithm can be to check
for Zero Motion Prejudgment [8], using which the search is stopped half way if the least weighted point is already at the centre
of the rood pattern. The main advantage of this algorithm over DS is if the gives motion vector is (0, 0), it utilize computational
time in performing LDSP, it directly starts using Small Diamond Search Pattern. Moreover, if the motion vector that are
predicted is far away from the origin, then again Adaptive Rood Pattern Search save on computations by directly goes to that
neighbour sides and using Small Diamond Search Pattern, whereas DS takes its time doing Large Diamond Search Pattern.
Carefully mandate that it has not repeat the computations at that points that were evaluate before. Care also needs to be taken
when the predicted motion vector turns out to match one of the rood pattern locations. We have to avoid double computation at
that point. Rood pattern step size is fixed at 2 pixels for macro blocks in the first column of the frame.
V. CONCLUSION
The A review of the various block matching based motion estimation algorithms has been presented. These algorithms are
classified into three categories, namely, fast algorithms, true motion or good quality oriented methods and low computation
complexity VSBME techniques algorithms. The features, advantages and disadvantages of these algorithms have been
presented. In addition, we have also briefly reviewed the various matching, criterion such as MAE, MSE, or SAD. Algorithms
are reviewed, in terms of both coding efficiency and computational complexity. Additionally, in order to design a low
complexity ME algorithm, the researchers should jointly use the powerful techniques that are listed above to reduce the
computational cost in different aspects. When used well together, the new design will significantly reduce the computational
cost, as compared with the traditional fast ME algorithms.
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